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COMMBNTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVEBSITATIS CAROLINAB 
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FINE TOPOLOGIES AS EXAMP.LES OF NON-BLUMHEBB BAIHE SPAGES 

Jaroslav HJKEŽ and Luděk ZAJÍČEK, Praha 

Abstract; Any *̂ S -harmonic space with countable ba
se in axiomatic potential theory in which the points are 
polar endowed with the fine topology is non-Blumberg Baire 
space provided the continuum hypothesis is assumed* 

Key words: Blumberg space, Baire space, fine topolo
gy in potential theory, density topology. 
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In 1922, H. Blumberg [23 showed that for any real func

tion f defined on the real line H, there is a dense subset 

D of R such that the restriction of f to D is continuous. 

We shall say that a topological space X is a Blumberg space 

if for any real function f on X, there is a dense subset D 

of X such that f/D is continuous. The result of J.C. Brad

ford and C. Goffman I960 133 shows that for a metric space, 

X is Blumberg if and only if X is a Baire space. While any 

topological Blumberg space is Baire, the converse is not 

true in general. The first examples of non-Blumberg Baire 

space arc due to Jr. H.E. White 1974 [93 (assuming the con

tinuum hypothesis, the density topology on the real line 

serves an example) ana 1975 [101 (e.g., any Baire space of 

cardinality, weight and density character 2 satisfying 
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the countable chain condition, in which sets of the first 

category and nowhere dense sets coincide), to R. I*evy 1973 

LSI (any ^ -set of cardinality 2 ° ) and 1974 C7.1, and 

to W„A.R. Weiss 1975 C8] (even an example of compact non-

Blumberg space). See also til, where more detail discus

sions and interesting results can be found. 

Using certain elementary theorem, we will give furt

her examples of non-Blumberg Baire spaces. In particular, 

any abstract harmonic space equipped with the fine topolo

gy sets such an example. 

Notation. Given any topological space, b(A) will de

note the derived set of A. 

Theorem 1. Let X be a topological space without iso-

latsd points such that any dense subset of X is of cardi-

nality 2 ° . If the cardinality of the system 4b(A); Ac 

c X I is less or equal to 2 , then X is not a Blumberg 

space • 

Proof. For any dense subset A of X, and for any real 

function f on X we put 

fA(y) * lim sup f (x) « sup*Ca; ycbix^A: f(x)& a$J , 

y € X. 

Since we always have 

4y*X; fA(y)£a$* O b-CyeAj f(y)gr? , 
ft- H^turnajL 

*** 
it follows that any t\ is measurable with respect to cer-

tain system of sets of cardinality £ 2 ° .By this obser

vation one reaches the conclusion that the system 

$ : -it*; A is dense in X, f is a function on Xi 
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is of cardinality . 4 2 ° . Let IL b* the first ordinal 

number of cardinality 2 ° . Suppose now that -i ^tC\^c<& 

is the set of all points of X, and iq^^oc**> (co £ £L ) 

is the set of all functions from <$ • By transfinite induc

tion we can construct a function f on X such that 

fCx^ ) % <yr (x^) for any r<- °̂  f ( T^ «>)• 

Then, for any g € $ , the cardinality of «£xeX; f(x) * 

=- g(xH is less than 2 ° . Hence, it follows easily that 

there is no dense subset A of X for which f / A is continu

ous. If it existed, so f. 6 $ , and this is a contradie-

tion since f =- f. on A and cardinality of A is 2 ° . 

Fine topologies in potential theory. Assume that X is 

a ^ -harmonic-spaoe with countable base in the sense of 

axioms tics C.Constantinescu and A.Cornea [43. Êy this we 

mean a locally compact topological space with countable ba>-

se (therefore, X is a metric separable space) which is endo

wed with a hyperharmonic sheaf and satisfies certain axioms. 

The fine topology on X is the coarsest topology on X which 

is finer than the initital topology and in which any hyper

harmonic function on X is continuous. It is known that there 

are not iso3ated points in the fine topology (C43, Corollary 

5.1.2), and that X endowed with the fine topology is a Baire 

space (1439 Corollary 5.1.1)• Moreover, if we shall suppose 

that the points of X are polar, then the derived set b(A) of 

any subset AcX in the fine topology is exactly the set of 

all points of X where A is not thin ([43, Exercise 7.2.!)• 

Therefore, b(A) is always of type G-̂  in the initial topo-
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logy (C43, Corollary 7.2.1), and thus the cardinality of 
4̂  

the system -tb(A)| AcXl is less or equal to 2 ° . Furt

her, the whole space X is uncountable (£43, Exercise 5.1.5), 

and any countable subset of X is polar. Hence, it is always 

closed in the fine topology. Thus, assuming the continuum 

hypothesis, any dense subset of X must be of cardinality 

Applying our theorem, we get the following important 

examples of non-Blumberg Baire spaces. 

Theorem 2. Assuming the continuum hypothesis, any ab

stract ^ -harmonic space with a countable base endowed 

with the fine topology, in which every point is polar, is a 

non-Blumberg Baire space. 

Remark, The same theorem remains true if we suppose 

that the points of X are semi-polar only and axiom of thin

ness ( * any semi-polar set is finely closed) is satisfied. 

In both eases, we can also replace the continuum hypothesis 

with the assumption that any subset of X of cardinality 
46 

< 2. ° is semi-polar. (It is sufficient to use the facta 

that, in the fine topology, any semi-polar set is of the 

first category and the whole space X is of the second cate

gory in itself.) 

Density topology* Consider now the ordinary density 

topology in the Euclidean space B^ introduced by C. Goffman 

and D. Waterman 1961 in 151* In this topology B?1 is a Baire 

space without isolated points. More oyer, any derived set in 

density topology is of type Qj># in the Euclidean topology. 
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Thusf the theorem 1 gives again the following result which 

is due to Jr. H.E. Unite* 

Theorem 3« If any subset of H0, of cardinality < 2 ° 

has a Lebesgue measure aero, then BP endowed with the den

sity topology is a Baire non-Blumberg space. 
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